Ring chromosome formation as a novel escape mechanism in patients with inverted duplication and terminal deletion.
Ring chromosomes are rare cytogenetic findings and are associated at phenotypic level with mental retardation and congenital abnormalities. Features specific for ring chromosome syndromes often overlap with the features of terminal deletions for the corresponding chromosomes. Here, we report a case of a ring chromosome 14 which was identified by conventional cytogenetics and shown to have a terminal deletion and an additional inverted duplication with a triplication by using large insert clone and oligo array-comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH), fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA). The combination of an inverted duplication with a terminal deletion in a ring chromosome is of special interest for the described syndromes of chromosome 14. The presented findings might explain partly overlapping clinical features described in terminal deletion, duplication and ring chromosome 14 cases, as these rearrangements can be easily overlooked when performing GTG-banding only. Furthermore, we suggest that ring chromosome formation can act as an alternative chromosome rescue next to telomere healing and capture, particularly for acrocentric chromosomes. To our knowledge, this is the first time an inverted duplication with a terminal deletion in a ring chromosome is identified and characterized using high-resolution molecular karyotyping. Systematic evaluation of ring chromosomes by array-CGH might be especially useful in distinguishing cases with a duplication/deletion from those with a deletion only.